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Renfert launches high-performance trimmer with clever features

MT premium: A genius model trimmer

The new wet trimmer MT premium from Renfert demonstrates masterful expertise in reliable pro-

fessional equipment. On top of its high performance, the latest member of the MT trimmer family 

impresses with refined details. Once more, Renfert underlines its commitment to high-quality labo-

ratory equipment that makes work convenient and simple – „making work easy“.

Uncompromisingly powerful and cleverly detailed - with the MT premium wet trimmer, Renfert 

introduces a paradigm shift in model trimming. The new high-performance trimmer is based on the 

tried-and-tested technical characteristics of the MT 3 trimmer (e.g. high performance, tool-free 

cleaning) with the addition of clever features, e.g. the aqua stop function and a spotlight.

And with its superb performance, the MT premium is a real powerhouse too. The construction and 

design leave nothing to be desired. Slotted angle lines on the trimmer table enable easy guidance 

of the plaster model. Thanks to a 10° inclination of the unit, an optimal view of the model is en-

sured. The trimmer table angle can be quickly adjusted using the handy tilt mechanism (90°/98°). 

Optimally positioned, the spray tube prevents the trimmer disc from clogging and the anti-drop 

function ensures a clean, dry work surface. In addition, the MT premium is equipped with the aqua 

stop function that helps saving water. The integrated work light, a spotlight that provides optimal 

lighting of the work surface on the trimmer table, is a real touch of genius.

ORTHO guide for orthodontic models

With the ORTHO guide retrofit set, the MT premium is easily transformed into a special trimmer. 

A template and a special trimmer table ensure fast and precise trimming of orthodontic models. 

An angulation support ensures defined angles. Optimal alignment of the median palatine raphe is 

eased by a laser guide light.

The MT premium truly triumphs either in the laboratory or in the dental office. Therefore, the 

high-performance trimmer stands for next-level model trimming. Sheer strength and reliable per-

formance meet sophisticated ease of use and solid expertise. And the result is unmistakably Renfert:  

„making work easy“.
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